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6 AGAINST GREEK
1 
.
. 
BE
iiE WILL HAVE TO PAY 
I
BAL-
ANCE OF $950 FINES. .....
J. M. Griggs Sued the Paducah Tree-
• 
man of near the Wallace park en-:
• the sheriff's force for service. The
document orders Greek to pay the
trance, and placed it in the hands of
Judge Lightfoot has issued a capias
for Will Greek, the refreshmentstand
tion Company for ti,000 Damage*
Account Injuries—Court Notes
ASSESSED. .. • •
._.--...
boo balance of the $oso fines as-
s seised him some months ago for sell-
ing intoxicating beverages at his
stand without a county or state li-
cense. The judge let Greek off at
the time by paying $250 of the Scioto,
with the understanding that Greek
was not to sell any more intoxicants
• 
without a license. -Greek has soldV,
a. since then, confessed to it and was
. fined, and now be his to pay the $700
balance.
HONOR MEMORY
OF AM JONES
WILL HAVE TO PAY BAL- GREAT MEMORIAL SERVICES
ANCE OF $950 FINES TO BE HELD AT NASH-
:.:SESSED. VILLI: COON.
•41111111M • 41116....••••••
W. B. SMITH ABREES TO . MAMMOTH MEETINB TO
MOMENT _ Of $3,100 BE HELD AT AUDITORIUM
Agree* to Judgment.
In the circuit court yesterday a
document was filed wherein W. B.
Smith and wife of Louisville agreed
for judgment to be rendered against
them where they have been sued in
the Paducah court by the Bank 3t
Hazel for $3.000. Smith agrees for
judgment to go against him, but that
It shall not be effective until January
t5th, 1907. This was the agreement
he lodged individually. He owes the
bank for borrowed money.
The Metropolitan Life Insurance
company paid $102 into court in the
suit filed egainst it by Henry Gell-
man The late David Heller, who
• .% 
was killed in Louisville, transferred
his life insurance policy of ties to
(Allman before Heller's death. The
company does not know to whom
goes the money, so pays it into court
to let it be settled whether Gallman
or others get it.
The court set aside the judgment
given some weeks ago in favor of
Bransfoed 'against the Starks-Ullman
Saddlery company..
There was also set aside the judg-
ment of the Jackson Foundry and
Miac'hine company against Tobias
Stegar.
Hoenig Estate.
Felix G. Rudolph, administrator of
the Catherine Hessig estate, yesterday
filed suit in the circuit court against
sW F Paxton, Dr. H. T. Hessig and
others, for settlement of Mrs. Hes-
eig's estate. The administrator asks
that the litigatien be referred to the
master conunissioner.
Suit for Injuries.
J. M Griggs has filed suit against
the Paducah Traction company for
$1,000 damages, on the ground that
October 4th he got aboard a Broad-
away car and was thrown violently*
agsinst the side, injuring his face
IPornishinii Committee.
Judge Lightfoot has been quite
busy thus far this week, but expects
to call together before Saturday the
. committee selected to parasite furn-
: %things for the county poor farm.
Property
in the county has been sold
?by Commissioner Cecil Reed
to J. H. Morris for gnaw and the
Jilted filed for record yefterday.
B. H Scott transferred to Robert
'IDoswell for ;Imo property on
Worth Sixth street in the Norton
!addition.
For $5, land in the county his been
*old by M. W. Williams to S. D.
"tee. (
S. M Dorris to S. D. Lee for Isso
land out in the aresty.
Andrew P. Homburg sold to J.
e nt on Curtis, for We property on
Viarahan boulevard.
 
••••••••
Mrs. Ada Ban Belt of California,
left yesterday for home after steing
ter sister, Mrs. Judge Marble.
Mrs. H. D. Sayre, of Montgomery,.
is visiting her sister, Km
Prr.n.lr H. Rieke.
• Yrs. H. A. Frutama and daughter
have gone to visit in Murray.
THE ERECTION OF MAMMOTH
BUILDING WAS INSPIRED
BY HIM.
Extensive Arrangements Will Likely
Be Made and Indications Are
Large Number Will Attend.
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. z6.—Splendid
tribute to the memory and great
deeds of a noted and useful man will
be paid in the near future by the
people of Nashville and Middle Ten-
nessee to the late Sam P. Jones. The
exact time of the memorial services
has not yet been selected, but it will
doubtless be an some Sabbath after-
noon in the , near future, when the
great masses of working people can
gather to do honor to the memory of
one they loved and revered.
The services will of course be held
in Ryman Auditorium. The first
impehss and inspiration looking to
the erection of this great structure
came from Sam Jones, and it is re-
girded as but fitting that the Ser-
vices should for this, if for no other
reason, be held there.
I. It is said that in all probability a
'private car will be dispatched to Car-
tersville, Ga., to bring to the services
Mrs. Jones the widow of the evatk-
gelist, their children, and the Rev.
!George Stewart, who was with Mr.Jones for years in his meetings. It isprobable also that special may be run
in middle Tennessee in order that'
out-of town people may attend. There
are few places in the United States
of any size in which Sam Jones had
not held revival services, and which
had not been touched by the influ-
ence of this great man, and it is be-
lieved the public in general will be
eager to honor his memory.
The services will be distinctly me-
morial in charact*r and will not be
connected with any other services. In
fact, they will stand out conspicuous-
ly by their distinctiveness and sep-
aration from any Other service 'at
such time.
The ministers of the city held a
meeting at the Ryman Auditorium
last night immediately at the close
of the Torrey-Alexander service and
decided to hold a memorial service.
The purpose is to have this service
appeal especially to those who were
converted under the ministry of Mr.
ones. There will be short address-
es delivered and resolutions will be
presented by the following commit-
tee: Dr. B. Lin Cace, Dr. . E. L.
Southgate, Dr. R. M. Tinnon and Dr.
Lansing Burrows: 
.
The following self-xplanatory call
has been issued.
"The following friends and admir-
ers of the Rev. Sam P. Jones are re-
quested to meet tomorrow morning
at to o'clock at the McICendree
church (Watkins Hall) for the pur-
pose of discussing plans for suitable
memorial service to be held in the
Ryman Auditorium in honor of the
great evangelist, whose career as a
national. figure in the religious world
practically began in the City of Nash-
ville. .
a.. R. 
,,'f. Turner. Dr. Griffin, W. Bull,
Caswell. Ig. Rose, Maj. E. B. Stela-
man, Bishop—O. P. -Fitzgerald, 411en
G. Hall. Nathaniel Baxter, Alex
Perry, .Rev. R. Lin Cave. Otto Bes't,
W. T. Abernathy, Prof. J. W. Brie-
•
•
MISS STONE CLAIMS THAT SHE REPUBLICANS BOYS fAKEN 11.1'
TRAVELED UNDER THE N 
,OkINED LITTLE REFORM SOILOF MRS. HOLLINGSHE
4,..431E1
THE BEAUTIFUL GIRL YESTERDAX IN NEW YORE. OIL=
HER SUIT FOR tKoo.000 AGAINST THE PADUCAFLAN----SHE
CHARGES HIM WITH BREAKING HIS PROMISE TO MARRY
HER, AFTER SHE AND HE HAD TRAVELED TOGETHER
ON MANY OCCASIONS—MR HOLLINGSHEAD HAS NOT
BEEN IN i'ADUCAH SINCE TTHE YOUNG WOMAN BEGAN
HER CHARGES.
MR. HOLL1NGSHEAD'S WHERABOUTS UNKNOWN
President J. D. Hollingshead, of
the company owning the big rJop-
erage plant in Mechanicsbur., this
city, continues having his troubles
through the courts with MIss May
Stone, who claims ht tampered with
her affections. All Paducahans con-
tinue quite interested in the suit on
account of the wide acquaintance
here of Mr. Holringshead, and whose
friends hope he will succceed in
clearing himself of any of the
charges. Mr. Hollingshead came to
this city every few weeks for a long
while, but has not been here since
Miss Stone commenced her litiga-
tion against him several months ago.
A dispatch from New York yeste--
day gave the latest version of the
matter as killowet.
"The full extent of the double life
which it is alleged that John D.
Hollingshead, the millionaire head of
the cooperage trust, with headquar-
ters in Chicago, wad leading during
the time of his engagement to Miss
Nina May Stone, a beautiful young
southern girl was made public to-
day through the filing in the supreme
court of the papers in her breach
of promise suit for $603,00o against
the trust magnate.
In he; complaint, Miss Stone adds
to her charges of breach of prom-
ise a more serious one. She de-
clares that she was entrapped by the
aged man in a Chicago hotel and
that since then, relying on his prom-
ise, she has traveled with him, and
at various times has lived with him
as his wife in the Auditorium Ho-
tel in Chicago and at the Hotel Man-
hattan and the Park Avenue hotel in
this city.
Relied on His Honesty.
"I relied implicit!,' on the honor-
able intentions of Mr. Hollinghead."
Miss Stone said today. •"He was
so kind and seemed to be so anx-
ious that I should be happy that I
could not think he was deliberately
plotting and encompassing my utter
ruin.. When I learned that he had
a wife and four children living al-
most everything that I believed in
and held sacred was shattered."
The things that have nerved Miss
tler, B. F. Lester, John L. Nolen,
John W. Weatherby, D. C. Scales,
John W. Thomas, Jr., John H.
Peebles, Jesse Cage, Samul J. Keith.
J. B. Murrey, J. U. Rust, Rev. G. W.
Shelton, R. S. Bolles, Rev. F D.
Daniel, S. K. Harwell.
There are hundreds of converts of
Mr. Jones in and around Nashville
who will want to take part in this
memorial, and in arranging the de-
Arils and fixing the date, some pro-
vision should be irOde for this feat-
ure. .
Mr. Jones has thousands of friends
in Nashville and by his works here
he demonstrated that he was indeed
a friend to Nashville and Nashville
owes him a fitting tribute._ .It . has
been suggested that the memorial
meeting be held in Ryman Auditor-
ium Sunday afternoon, so thot all,
especially those converted under his
preaching, might come and take part.
—The Tenth and Clay street fire
department was called to a small
frame house ou Mampton avenue
near Twelfth street last night short-
ly before 9 o'clock. A small blaze
damaged the place about $193 worth.
Prayer services will be held this
evening at 730 o'clock at the First
Pi esbytenan church.
—Walter Greer and W. H. Tray-
lor were released yesterday from
the county jail on taking the Insol-
vent debtor's oath that relieves them
from serving the Stoo fine given
diem along with a six months sen-
tence for seling whiskey without a
government license. They served the
six months.
•••;,
own.
•
Stone to prosecute her suit to the
uttermost are the professions of the
sincerity of his intentions and his
advice to go to church regularly,
which he gave on many occasions,
both verbally and in his letters.
"It is not the money balm that
I care for so much," she said, with
flashii.,; eyes, "although I know that
it is only in the pocket that you
can hurt men of his caliber. I wish
to unmask him and make him appear
to his friends and business associates
in his true colors. His whole ap-
pearance is so venerable and eminent-
ly respectable that no one would sus-
pect him of being a whited sepul-
cher."
. Miss Stone's attorneys charge that
I since the commencement of her suit
I Hollingshead has had their client sys-tematically persecuted by privite de-
tectives. Whenever their client leaves
her home, they declare she is fol-
lowed by men who seek to force their
attentions upon her. So persistent
have been the efforts of the men
who are dogging her footsteps that
several times Mies Stose has been
forced to appeal to policemen to rid
her of her unwelcome attendants.
. It Peretpeolios.
"He sleks so wear me out by these
petty persecutions," Miss Stone said,
referriag to Holiingshead, "but if
these men don't stop insulting me
on the street I am going to talcs
the law in my own hands and give
them a good horsewhipping, which
will, perhaps, be a More effective
:may in quelling their ardor in their
master's business than making com-
plaints to policemen whose only ad-
vice is to procure a warrant for their
arrest." . 
Attorney Osgoodby for Miss Stone
has made every preparation to have
the case advanced on the calendar in
order to compel the presence of
tHollingshead. for whom he has a
' warrant of arrest ion a criminal
charge.
The trust magnate has not been
accessible since the filing of the suit,
and the detectives whom Miss Stone
has employed to locate him have been
unsuccessful."
RAILROAD BREVITIES.
Pullman Tickets Sold Direct to Chi-
cago •Now—Other Notes.
Instead of Paducah passengers for
Chicago having to wait until they get
to Cair3 to get a Pullman sleeper
ticket, yesterday the I. C., began
selling the tickets direct out of the
local office
The machinists in the locomotive
department of the I. C., quit work
n'w at 5 o'clock each afternoon, in-
stead of 6 o'clock, as they did prior
to the reduction that went into effect
Monday.
A bulletin, yesterday from ChVago
said the anrual inspection trip would
be litilred CktOber rind by tne super-
intendents, road/natters and super-
visors who will go over the entire
system, ihcluding the local terminals.
This afternoon at five o'clock the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
nessee river. She comes back next
Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night. She lays until o'clock Satur-
day afternoon.
The Bottorff comes in today from
Clarksville and beeves immediately
for Nashville.
This morning at eight o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
ten o'clock. •
The Henry Harley is today'. boat
in .and out for Evansville.
The City of Saltillo gets to St.
Louis and 'leaves there tomorrow en
rotte back this way for the Ten-
nessee riger.
•
444
BEAT DEMOCRATS BY 4 3, SHERIFF ELEY OF BEgr014
PASSED THROUGH•
- _ - - - .
WITH ROGPR-S- TO H
DEMOCRATS STILL OVER PA-OUCAH OFFICERS TAKE
600 IN THE LEAD THREE BOYS AWAY SDAY
SENATOR M'CREARY RETURN-
ED LAST NIGHT FROM
BENTON.
City Democratic Committee Meets
This Evening to Select N,onti-
nee for Trustee.
The supplemental registration of
yesterday showed about au even
break as between republicans and
democrats, considering Roger's pre-
cinct which could not be procured
lost veiling after the polls closed. The
totals for yesterday showed 542 dem-
ocrats, 58_5 republicans, 59 independ-
ents 3.n6 four miscellaneous. The
total for yesterday was 1.190, not
counting the Rogers retuurn. As this
latter precinct always goes big
democratic, it is expected that it
will overcome the 43 lead the repub-
licans have not counting it. The reg-
istration yesterday by precinct is as
follows;
Savages—Democrats, 6a; republi-
cans, fa; independents, 1.
Gla uders--Democrats, 39; republi-
cans. 14; independents, 4.
North Side Courthouse—Demo-
crats, 3o; republicans, 1; indepencf-
ents, 2.
Gallman's—Democrats, 36; republi-
cans, 95.
South Side Fire Department—
liemocrats, 15; republicans, 18; inde-
pendents* a.
Plow Factory—Democrats, 5; re-1 the cigarmaker, was arrested for be-
ing drunk and took an oath beforepublicans, 29.
Warehouse—Democrats, 39; repub- the judge to never get intoxicated
again. He could not withstand the
Henneberger's--Democrats, 31; re- temptation, however, as last night
publicans, 4o. Officers Johnson and Cross arrested
him for being drunk and he was againChalk's—Democrats, 18; locked up Somehow
57
cans, 16; independents, 1. knocked in the side 1 his head, batKirkpatrick's—Democrats, 46; re- does not know how it occurred.publicans, ; independents. 6. 
3
.  he got a.........z  hole
Differs—Democrats, 4o; republicans, Little Profanity.92. 
Schmidtt's—Democrats, 29;
licans, 53; Miscellaneous, 3.
Berry'ar—Democrats, so;
cans 17; independents, 4-
Butler's—Democrats, 52;
cans, 25; independents, 8.
T. F. COYLE, A 
RAILRO6ARRESTED FOR I1/1198
CURSING ON BROADWAY.
Mell Sales Reported to Departra490
Theft of His Bicycle From in,
Front of Well's Store. -
•11111101••••••••
beans, ti.
republi-
republi-
Yancey's—Democrats, 20; republi-
cans t5; independents„ 23; miscel-
laneous, 1.
South Side Courthouse No. I—
Democrats, 36; republicans, 12; inde-
pendents, 3.
South Side Courthouse No. 2—
Democrats, 14; republicans, 54; in-
dependents, 5.
At the regular rgistration two
weeks ago Rogers precinct gave 110
democrats 6o republicans and To in-
dependents. At the regular registra-
tion in 19o5 Rogers gave 157 demo-
crats, 35 republicans and 5 independ-
ents. At the 1905 supplemental day
Rogers gave 34 democrats, 3o repub-
licans, and 5 miscellaneous. Estimat-
ing on this probable besis they have
gotten ten or fifteen more than the
democrats yesterday as two weeks
ago the total showed 1,414 demo-
crats, 723 republicans and 76 mis-
cellaneous, with Glauber's missing,
and thag did not shift the percentage
of comparison. The total republic-
ans registering this year, including
both regular and supplemental days
is about 1,400 while the total for the
democrats is a little over 2,000.
Senator McCreary.
Last evening at 8:3co o'clock Unit-
ed States Senator James McCreary
returned from Benton where he
spoke in the afternoon, following his
speech at Murray in the morning.
Many hundreds heard him at Mur-
ray, while the courthouse at Benton
could not hold the concourse out to
hear him. He was highly delighted
last evening at The Palmer as result
of the greeting accorded him yester-
day.
This morning at 745 o'clock the
senator leaves for Kuttawa to speak.
City Committee.
This evening at 8 o'clock the city
democratic 'committee meets at the
City Hall, and names the party nom-
inee for school trustee from the fifth
ward. In the democratic primary J.
A. Cole was voted for u the nom-
inee from that ward, but it developed
•
•
Sheriff Pete Eley, of Benton, at.
rived last evening at 8:30 o'cl4
from that city in charge of Edwaid
Hayden and Charles Gray, two white
boys who were placed in the air 0'1
until 1:4o o'clock this morning when
the sheriff left with them for Leciag-
ton, where they will be placed in the
reform school. Both lads were con-
victed during the recent term 01
criminal circu't court at Benton, end
ordered to c3nfinement at tais insti-
tution.
Take Other Boys Away.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Police
Commissioner Mann Clark will leave
today at non for Lexington with
Bartlett Turley, Bigger Hale and the
other colored boy ordered to the re-
form scho3I for different crimes. The
Hale lad stole a bicycle and sold it
to Connie Lee, colored, by claiming
the bike was his. The Turley boy
and other lad snatched the p3cket-
book of a lady near Ninth and' Von-
roe streets.
••••••••••—
Broke His Pledge.
Several week i ago Tommie Clark,
T. F. Coyle, an Illinois Central
repub- railroader, was arrested last night at
8:30 o'clock at Fourth and Broadway
in a very drunken condition. He was
cursing everything and everybody
passing. Officers Johnson and Cross
locked him up.
Horse Strayed.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter.. "the
night force, received a long nce
telephone message from Wie e last
evening asking that a lookotir be kept
for a horse that strayed fr3n1 there
Wheel Stolen.
Melt Sales reported to taa,• p0lice
yesterday that someone st4he his
wheel that he left •sitting in front of
Weil's whiskey house on North Sec-
3nd street
••••••••••
V •
Runaway Girl.
Mrs. McClure requested the Police
to find her daughter Queenie, who Ale
though was being housed down in the
city by a certain salolnkeeper.o7he
officers found the girl at anotheriglace
and took her home, but she slipped
away again in a few hours and is still
away from home.
,*-
afterwards that he lived over in. the
fourth ward, and was *flyby dis-
qualified as a trustee has to reside in
the ward from which he is elected.
Now that the primary is over, the
city committee will name the party
nominee for the fifth, to be the sus-
twig mate of Nominee William T.
Byrd, also of that ward. There are
two trustee* to elect from the fifth.
Captain and Mrs. D. R. Morelend.
Envoy, Mrs. W. J. Seger and a .priv-
ate, all of the Salvation army. arriv-
ed here yesterday from Evansville to
secure quarters and conduct the army
work in Paducah. -
Mrs. Arthur V. Creary, of Chicago,
will arrive shortly to visit relatives
and attend the Corbett-Thompeou
wedding.
Miss Mary Bringliurst w,11 return
to Washington, D. C.. Friday after
visiting Mrs. B. H. Scott.
Mrs. M. I_ Naive left this morning
for Louisville aed West Baden. '
Mr. Norvin Allen went to Leallea
silk yesterday to visit.
•
LARGE LIST OF CREDITORS GRAND LODGE OF SLAUGHTERING
NOW BEING MADE BY FIRM KNIGHTS MTH ASf ESTABLISHMENTS
IIJY
510EFEREE BAGBY WILL ISSUE ORDER FOR CREDITORS'
MEETING JUST AS SOON A S THE LIST IS LODGED—. RE-, ,
CEIVER REED REQUESTED CIRCUIT JUDGE YESTERDAY_
TO SUBSTITUTE HIS NAME FOR THAT OF ASSIGNEE
RICIJARD J. BARBER IN THE INJUNCTION SUIT AGAINST
THE AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK.
• • .•;..
Ite,list of creditors of the E Reh-
loop Saddlery company was not
banded Referee E. W. Bagby of the
bankrupt court yesterday by Mir. Reh-
kopf, because the latter could not get
the list made out. There are some-
thing like goo creditors of the con-
cern, and it is taking a long time to
get the list made out. Referee Bagby
yesterday said he had requested the
firm to furnish him the list, which is
all he wants at present, and Mr. Reh-
kopf promised to do this right away
in order to save time. If the com-
pany does not supply the list, the
referee can on the .17th of this month,
dr today, compel the firm to do
as today the bankrupt passes under
complete jurisdiction and can be com-
pelled by the referee to do anything
the latter ,desires.
Mr. Bagby yesterday ,announced
that if the list could be furnished by
today he would immediately issue the
order for the creditors to hold their
first session and select the trustee to
have charge of the properties and
business, that are being looked after
MOTHER OF
CONFEDRACY
.....144.44mmomom••
• AI O...
GRAND OLD WOMAN OF THE
SOUTH NEARING LIFE'S
END.
Condition of Mrs. Jefferson Davis
Takes a Sudden Turn
For Worse.
New York, Oct. i6.—Mrs. Jefferson
Davis, who has been ill of pneumonia
at the Hotel Majestic, was still alive
early today,'but her death, it is said,
wee not far off.
Mrs, Davis took a sudden change
for the ; Norse last night, and her
physisiank said the end was only a
climatic* Cif hours.- Her only surviv-
ing daukiter, Ws. J. Addison Hayes,
and other relatives remained near
her bedside throughout the night.
Wis. Davis is eighty years old.
A clergyman, who was hurriedly
summoned to Mfrs Davis' room, re-
mained with her a short time, and as
he left the hotel he said she was un-
conscious and sinking rapidly. Dr.
Webb, who has been in constant at-
tendance in she sick room since late
last niglit, staid that the end was
momentarily expected.
MAKES PLEA FOR
BRLDE',S FIRST KISS
One Who Has Been Six Times a
-Best Man" Defends Ancient
Custom and Prerogative
lin the 'n*asitime• by Attorney Cecil
Reed, wh'o was designated Saturday
as receiver, by the referee. The
'creditors are given ten days in
which to prepare for the meeting.
Referee Bagby does not care for the
!company's schedule, just now, as
:someone is in charge, and a schedule
has been filed with the county clerk.
Yesterday morning in .thei;eieenit
ccurt here Receiver Cecil Reed filed
a motion, requasting the court to.
substitute his name as plaintiff in
place of R. J. Barber, the former
assignee, in the injunction suit in-
st:tuted by the assignee several
weeks ago against the American-
German National bank, wherein the
hitter is restrained from disposing of
any of the $3o,noo worth of stock
moved from the Eehkopf. warehouse
on South Second street. While as-
signee, R. J. Barber filed the action,
Receiver Reed has now super-
seded the assignee in the bonkrupt
court, and wants the injunction suit
prosecuted oin his name as plaintiff.
PAWNBROKER
HELD OVER
BEN MICHEAL CHARGED WITH
CONVERTING OTHER'S
PROPERTY.
PADUCAH BODY ;SELECTS BOARD.OF HEALTH WILL ASK
COMMITTEE TO ARRANGE THE COUNCIL TO ADOPT
FOR SESSION. - 1 ORDINANCE.
The Rathbone Sisters Will Be Invited The Slaughter Houses Are Abjection-
to Hold Their State Session able and Movement is to Put
Here at Same Time. Them Outside the City.
The Paducah Knights . Of Pythias
have already taken steps looking to-
wards entertaining in igio7 the grand
lodge for Pythians of the state of
Kentucky, and Monday night at the
meeting of the local subordinate body
the following committee was selected
to arrange for the grand gathering
next years- Alex Kulp, Lawrence S.
Gleaves, A. S. Barksdale, Samuel A.
Hill, Al E. Young, A. D. Buchanan,
R. L. Palmer and Frank V. Moore.
These gentlemen are to hwve charge
of all preparations, and their selection
is made thus early in order they can
have plenty of time to get everything
in proper shape, it being eleven
months before the tow ,grand body
assembles. During its session at
Louisville several weeks ago the
Paducah delegation captured the
meeting for next year. The arrange-
ments committee will probably invite
the Rathbone Sisters to meet here at
the same time the grand lodge does.
The sisters comprise the ladies' auxil-
iary of the Pythian lodge, and there
are many members over the state.
It is probable the grand Iodize will
hold its meetings at The Kentucky at
that will be the only building large
enough to accommodate the several
hundred representatives always at-
tending.
The grand lodge for the United
States is meeting now at New Or-
leans. but no Pachicahans are in at-
tendance. The Kentucky delegates
are Jouett Henry of Kopkinsville, and
Thomas Mlatthews of Lexington, Ky.
_
Kenny Murray, Saloonkeeper, I.
Cherged With Slapping One of ng to the people that new educe-
the Scott Boys—Negress Fined ,tion which has helped Japan to takeher place in the van of the progress-
 - ive nations. This differenca in their
police respective attitudes toward Christ-
.
Yesterday morning in the ianity between the government andthe circuit coat grand jury people of China, on the one hand,on , the charge of converting
to • his .own use the prop.. and the government and people ofJapan, on the other, is a tut whichcity of another. The son of Train-
master Roark of the N., C. 4lt St. L. does not admit of controversy. What
railroad had his bicycle stolen and is the cause of it?
one day while his brother was pass- ie chief, if not the sole cause,,
ing Micheal's pawnshop on Broadway 43isr thaatinafor'seignbc.stgoilit: 
Christianity
are its
to 
near Second street, the lad espied his
brother's wheel in front and identi- propagandists. Had the Christian
fled it. Micheal refused to give it powers assumed, or attempted to as-
up and, the Roark lad claims wohen he same. 'the same role in Japan as
went back for it it could not be found thy play in China, the converts to
Christianity in Japan would hardlyanywhere. Micheal was held in
$$300 bond, which he executed. , be numbered by units, instead of by
Kenny Murray, the saiooni" tens of tbousands as they now are."
North Fourth street, was arrested Lord Elgin we are reminded by
this writer, r concluded treaties withon a breach of the peace charge, one
of Tinner Whiter Scott's boys claim- both China and Japan in i88. The
ing he was slapped by Murray who treaty with China stipulated that per-
is a grown man. The meter was sons teachin-g or professing Christ-
continued over until today. ianity should be entitled to the pro-
Hattie Prewitt, colored, was fined tection of the Chinese authorities,
$25 and costs for a breach of the whom England would accordingly
peace. She cursed 'Nellie Anderson, hold responsible for their safety. Why pa, he leaned back with
negress, and also punctured the lat- Mr. Carey proceeds. to -outline as shout,
ters skin with a pair of scissors. follows the consequences of this An' laughed, an laughed, an' laughed
'treaty stipulation: ari laughed
"Other powers followed the lead Miy pr could nelp poqr Cuby out.
Christ- of Great Britain in hoisting a propa- He says sul
ganda clause into their commercial
treaties; but they have not all fol- If pa had been Georre Washington
lowed Great Britain's lead in the The revolution'd not have been
moderate manner in which that ob- Half started till he'd liad it done—
jectionable ,clause has been made to 'He knew the quicke.t way to win
work. In their hands it has been An' Lincoln, too—If people knew
expanded and pude the. basis for What my Pa knows
 of hi's mistakes
further exactions. . It ,has been in- Why, ria'd 'a' rushed that whole war
terpreted to include in!texpress terths through
native Chinese converts, as well ad In thirty days, without no breaks.
'
their foreign pastors, clothed as the He says so!
The
paring
boards to enact an ordinance provid-
ing that no slaughter houses shall
be maintained inside the city lim-
its by butchers .or any other. The
members of the health body believe
this is about the only *ay they can
be ,gotten rid- of.
In no city, the country over, can
there be found a slaughter pen or
house inside the municipal corporate
boundaries, thaL being something
most positively refused every-
where, on account of the great stench
being a menace to the health of the
people living close around the pen.
There .ege only two. ,slaughetee
houses inside the city limits of Pa-
ducah and both are across Island
creek, in the suburb of Mechanics-
burg. One is operated by Chancy
Smith, and the other by William R.
Jones, and it is the urgent desire of
the board of health that these be
moved.outside the city.
I In order not to work any hard-'
ship on these two butchers the board
of health will ask the city legisla-
tive authorities to enact the desired
ordinance so it will become effect-
ive by the first of next year. By
that,time the butchers could buy them
a place outside the city limits and
put up the necessarl buildings.
Great complaint has been made
about these two slaughter houses,
and the board of health has decided
they are too injurious to the health
to be permitted to retiviin.
city board .of health is pre:
to ask the public legislative
Why the Chinese Dislike
'Amity
The periodic outbreaks against
Christ.an missions in China arc not
the result of bigotry or 'religious
fanaticism, says Mr. J. Carey Hail,
British consul in Japan; but they are
altogether political in character. They
originate in the widespread belief
that Christianity, and the protecti
of missionaries enforced on China by
treaty, are only the screens under
which the European powers are
marching gradually upon. the Pow-
ay Kingdom with a view to' dis•
rpemberrnent and final absorption.
Mr. Carey points not, in The Posi-
tivist Review (London) that Japan,
once the most fanatical, the most ex-
clusive, of empires, the country in
Which, the cross wais periodically
trampled upon as a tiegic ceremony
,protes1,,ogalynit Cheiscianity, never
persecutes ,the ritatientry nowadays.
And why P. Thel*ilionary 'fa not
forced upos. janfrnioky,,,treaty, and
therefore his work .alitr-popition are
n,wilteh, by tAstr-esay, he is very of no political signMcance Whatever.
tr. reirnfrurlied: 1'; repeat, s To rot this writer's words:lit oi reward for all these Man- "It • ivell known het that everycuities succerifully &rebel- fe so-cilyed 'anti-foreign'lfre? n'' ri , tit in sonic.' part. of China
"Pp'f.4e bridegitikint it al# at These' riots are marked byShe tolenitily joyous Moment' ',of 4Y8i-tiers"Whe' re mem
*Of the playfulness 'bt tilholit. Or 'Pro-tege; frieteds end even the. eeciett t ' diattithancteshulticel chivalry of the • wilitistn aide °meanies' and more ceirttittyshould not be allowed to rob the par- canea latti-rniationaty'; and the Chi-de/II of a kiss, the remembrance of ne.se ye?* are popularly supposed
which will remain with the happy to be itriihned With an Instinctive fa-Par all their lives."—Daily Mail. nafieisM which impels them to at-
tack the new-fangied foreign religion
tasynn (at the race trask)—Say, and its emissaries. In striking con-
that was a nice steer you gave me. ttast with this perverse, conserva-
Yon said Stickfoot would win in a tive itttitude stands the conduct of
walk. 1..eTout—An' it's er fact; but Japan, where no riotona mobs have
de fetal 'owner made de mi./take uv ever attacked or murdered miisipn-
enterie himln a tannin' race. See?— ariee; where Christian -converts are
Chic ago Dal ly*Neive. not invidiously discriminated as a
class apart from the ordinary loyal
*re very sad, but the glass of lash- subjects of the state; and where
and the mlld of form often goes missionaries have from the first
for that very reason; taken a prominent share in impart-
The Vicar of Tintwistle, England,
having declared that the "foolish
and irreverent" custom of kissing
the bride after a wedding eeretriony
should be stopped, is thus answered
by one signing himself 'Sea Times
a Best Man:"
"As I have on six occasions filled
the invidious position of best man,
I trust you will grant me space to
deliver,. an emphatk protest against
the abolition of this good old En-
glish custom, which is, apparently,
wished by some clergymen and many
curates.
"Is there to be no .reward for the
unfortunate 'best man', who has borne
for hours on his abould,erg.ratIV ate
worries and responsibilities of the
imoprtant ceremony; the rallying of
the trembling bridegroom the super-
vision o( all the social arrangements
414 the 'departure of, the happy pair
froilVtlie *Church, to say nothing of
'lavish scattering of largesse to
ey hanger-on within and without,
latter are with the privilege of ex-
territoriality. It has been the means
obtaintng Ion Catholic missionar-
i.3 and prelates the rank and digni-
ty of state officials. It has afforded
to Germany' the fulcrum of her pre-
text for the seizure of .Kiao-Chow.
'"The seizure of Kiao-Chow by
Germany in INS was promptly fol-
lowed by the enforced concessions
of Port Arthur and Talienwan to
Russia, of Wethaivrei and the Kow-
loon expansion to Great Britain, and
of Kwingchouwan to France; and
even Italy, back -d by other powers,
lad claim to the Rost of. San-pautp,
The approaching 'break-up' of China
was openly announced; and 'spheres
of 'influence' :-were mapped out • by
the powers who bad shown, them-
selves so solicitous in their commer-
cial treaties to 'foster thu spread of
the religiost of Jesus. Then same
the Boner outbreak of too when the
hunted hind at last felt,- (arced to
stand 'at bay." )(r, '
. Sin of Old Age.
Do you remember how old your
father appeared to yOu when you
were ci or to years and he was 40 or
4si
And do yop ever wonder if you ap-
pear as old it 40 or 45 to your child
of si or so as your father appeared to
you? •
7-- - • ; 
Irish .1Litittaviitipiite.
Rooney—Is 'Pat Casey's wife ex-
travitgarttf--- • •
McGinn—She is; abet bad' twins
twice.
PA SAYS SO HIMSELF.
My pa. be laughs about the trusts,
An' says, it wouldn't be no trick
To choke each one until it busts—
An' he could do it, just as slide ,
Why, my pa knows the very way
• Tb make the poor folks all get rich
In something like a half a day,
An' run the rich folks to the ditch--
He says so!
-.111Y pa, he says the Russian tzar
Don't understand what charring is
He'd give those anarchists a jar,
If Russia's golden throne was his.
Why, if the czar would like to know
The way some folks mind the law
There ain't nobody else eitild 'bow
Just how to do it like my pa.
He says sot
Last night he talked to ma and me
About the way they ought to do
To set poor little Cully free—
'Twat midnight 'most when he got
through,
And when ma spoke of Mister Taft-
My pa, he could have built the ark
When Noah did, an' twice as good—
Fbe'd started at high-water mark
An' let the flood float him 'his wood.
Why, sometimes, when he tells us
what
The world should do, we're awful
glad
The sporldi don't know what senile he's
got.
The world ought to be Wow) by
dad— 
.
He says so!
—St. Louis Reptablic•
rtThe Reatful WorPalam-
There is a kind of restfulness about
11'es.,t1t0P1.1 ,tklat makes theta very
sitt-TectiVe,, Sometimes it is the only
charm theixphave, but it is a vby
great one.:
çfft giil will ''Ciftert make
ahitwp the fleet*, virtious girl
nfrtrie ;MAC' *-
When I say "keetfIe I don't 'bean
a perton with`ant Joy brains; and
who keeps quiet principally because
She doesn't ,Itrw what to say, but
the girt whit' k berablien to be quiet.
She knows -what to say when it is
up to her to say anything and never
makes' the mistake of a malapropos
remark.
She hes' a soothing influence on a
tired, tnan when he isolates back from
a hot office, where iie,irtsibeen work-
ing all day. She doesn't.intrnediate-
ly jump u d want to go some-
where or ething, but sits qui-
etly and alp it hitt —Betty Vincent
in Poet-Dispatch
The New Fall Suits
WE ARE SHOWING AN INFINITE VARIETY OF THE NEW
,alibir FALL MODELS AT POPULAR PRIGS% WHICH RANGE
IN PRICE FROM
KAM itt
2:00.to $14.00
__nt above 'Olin range *re have every repreientativtio New Pall Nov-
elty of any style importance. The workmanship and materials are
the best possible to incorporate into these priced garments, and the
details of Fashion have been carefully and cleverly brought out in
every one.
NEW FALL COATS
General Utility Coate, Drees Coats and Raincoats. Every good
style is represented in the 45, 48 so and 52 inch Fancy Plaid and
Broadcloth Coats; both with fitted and loose back.
COMFORTS and BLANKETS
Extra large Comforts, covered with calico lt.00
'Full size Coinforta, covered'erith anti/Int 
 $AP. .
tr-4 All Wool Grey Blankets, value $6.63 for 
 
 4-50
ti-4 All Wool Black and Red Plaid Blankets, value $6 for   s.o0
_
Our Assortment of Rugs is Unrivaled
Rugs for the parlor, den, library, reception hall, dining and bad
room—in fact we have Rugs for whatever purpose there is a prac-
tical use. The makes are the best—they are known the world over,
and our assortment of colorings and patterns is, the most .diviersi-
Bed and attractive in town. Aside from this or low popular prices
are within the reach of anyone's purse. -
• .
tra Fashionable Millinery at Popular *pm, Lone Assortment.
I. ILOgilvie (16 Co.
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YOU MAY YSE,
SPLENDID BASCBUIthrEit
FOR THIRTY DAYS
FREE OF ANY CHARGE
It's a Buck-s-;--the finest product of the stove
-makers art.
It is the most beautiful and econo-nical stove On the market.
It has 10-syphon flue system which insures the greatest heat
ing--capacity.
.. It bas an sati-clinker grate, extra sash guards, removable
grates, revolving fare 'Kit, and it absolutely gas tight. It
burns all the gave and is therefore, a double heater,
Let us tell ydts .more about it today. This offer 'lands good
only for s few days longer.
s ittbs I.; *Jab rl Or it.
" 144 aftil.
"
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the most coal. Every oa weig
by a sworn weigher and
to be correct.
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
91* Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value receive,' for your
!Roney. Let us quote you prices.
••••••mr,
•
P17 7 SBURG COAL CO.
ce 126 Broadway. Jas. .1.0'Donnell,
FA DUCA
4A .a.ktago
r•
Latest Creations
•..
CLOTH!
1.1/1/111
THERE IS NO FABRIC IN THE WHOLE TEXTILE
WORLD LIKE KRINKLEDOWN. IT IS NEW IN NAME,
NEW II4--UTILITY AND -NEW IN-131EAUrrY. JUST THE-7--
FABRIC FOR THE SEASON, BECAUSE OF ITS NOV- •
ELTY. KRINKLEDOWN PRODUCES UNIQUE EF-
FECTS IN CHILDREN'S CLOAKS BABY WRAPS, BABY
BLANKETS, ROBES, LADIES' WRAPPERS, KIMONAS,
DRESSING SACKS., BATH ROBES .ETC., COMEIS IN
PINK, RED, WHITE AND BABY BLUE. DON'T FAIL
TO SEE THIS WONDERFUL FABRIC.
AGENTS FOR PICTORIAL REVIEW PATTERNS CALL
FOR A FREE FASHION SHEET.
SMIWIM
E. GUTHRIE 134. CO.
322-324 BROADWAY
46 OFIPOINE
Ow"
AND *MY
/verso, mow
/remiss-so
ArovC0121 Val
Facts that can not
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg -Coal you trlining in guerilla waqaee. It
GEORGE LEEPER, COLORED, F
TROUBLE YESTERDAY AT
CLARK'S LIVERY STABLE
WORD FROM ST. LOUIS I
COLORED WAS KILLED B
Yesterday afternoon at 4:30
o'clock George Leeper,. colored, fell
dead of heart trouble at the Charles
J. Clark hvery stable on South Third
street near Kentucky ()venue. His
body was taken to the ,Mattil &
Efinger undertaking establishment
where this morning the inquest will
be held by Coroner Frank Eaker.
Leeper was about fifty years of
age and had worked for Liveryman
Clark for the past three years, sleep-
ing at the stable. Yesterday after-
noon at the •hour mentioned Leeper
and some 
_other*. were indulging in
political debate at the front door of
the stable, when he playfully
smacked at Mike •Brunson, another
in the crowd. Bruni-,on grabbed him
by the arm, and just aa he did
Leeper jumped bock a little and
suddenly settled to a sitting position
in the main do3rway. Others
ELL DEAD OF HEART
THE ENTRANCE TO' CHARLES
ON SOUTH THIRD STREET—
S THAT ARTHUR RlilYNOLDS,
tr HIS WIFE•
'thought he was playing drunk, he
!being a hard drinker, but it was
auickly seen his condition was more
serious. He was carried into.
the office and there announced
dead by the doctors.
Idled By Wife.
Frank Reynolds, colored, of Jack-
son near Ninth street yesterday re-
ctived word that his son Arthur
Reynolds, was killed in St. Louis
by his wife, who shot him Monday
night. No details of the killing were
iven. Yesterday Chief James Col.-
lins, of the police force, receffred
telegram from the East St. Louis
chief stating that the body had been
turned over to Undertaker Williams
for shipment here.
Reynolds has been ,working for
the Simmons Hardware company in
St Louis for several years.
European Vindication of Our Course
in Cuba
We were severely blamed, and
even vilified, in 1898, by large sec-
tions of the Continental press, it will.
be remembered, for out intervention
in Cuba. We were treated as banditi
who would strip from the crown of
'Spain the 'Pearl of the Antilles"
without regard to right or wrong. A
change in public opinion is plainly
discerpible in the newspaper com-
ments on the recent mission of Mr.
Taft and the diplomacy of Presi-
dent Roosevelt. Certain journals
ever' assert that it is the imperative
duty of the United States- to annex
the island, a step which even some
of the Spanish newspapers advocate.
It is true that the Madrid papers,
such as the Pais, organ of the ex-
treme Left, not love the "Yan-
kees" yet they think annexatioii
would be a good thing for the Cu-
bans. This journal, which holds
that a pretext for annexation is fur-
nished to the United States by the
insurrection, continues as follows:
"As Spaniards we smart from the
wounis once inflicted on uS by the
Yankees. They were cruel in their
treatment of the Philippines and
Porto Rico, which were not involved
in the quarrel. . . . Now, how-
ever, their intervention in the case
of Cuba seems worthy of applause.
If Cuba be annexed to the United
States, as an autonomous State, peace
will be safeguarded there and prog-
rest guaranteed."
The Madrid Heraldo, on the oth-
er hand, declares that American an-
nexation will to the po..cy pro-
fessed by the Ameritan reores.nta-
Lives at the last Pan-American con-
ference,' and will make the South
American republics tremble for thtir
own independence. The local Span-
ish press in Havana confint, itself
to expostulations with the partizans
who are endangering natioaal life
through their selfish aims. The Eco-
nomists (Havana)_ urges the politi-
cal parties to come to terms at once.
The independence of the islands is
in their hands. This viey is echoed
by the Mario de la Marina (Ha-
vana)
The English papers all agree that
it is the duty of the United States
to annex or establish a protectorate
over Cuba. a country politically sick
and incapable of self-government.
Thus • The Saturday Review (Lon-
don) observes:
"The duty of the United States is
clear. They have become in the
eyes of mankind trustees for Cuban
tranquility, and they must enforce
lit at all costs. They will probably
lin the end find the business both
'tedious and costly, but at all events
it will give their army an excellent
might have been well if their author-
get bigger bushels, better coal and Wes had thought out the inevitable
• result of their action before they
.perhaps we may say England in par-
ticular, have a good deal to gain
and not very much to lose from the
annexation of Cuba to the United
States."
The mass of the Cuban population
are opposed to annexation and pre-
fer to tight for independence, we are
elsewhere. told. In the words of The
Tablet (London):
"The Cubans may have no rooted
objectn to the continuance of a
state of civil war, but they seem to
have a lively objection to coming
Under the direct control of the
T.1.71itjed States."
people, however, ape at 
vari-ance on this point with those who
have great commercial interests at
stake in the islands. "The great
landed proprietors in Cuba" says the
Independence Beige (Birusseds),
"openly express their wish for Amer-
can annexation, in order to benefit
by the admission of Cuban products
into the great Republic of the
North." To obtain this end, de-
clares the Paris Temps. a syndicate
actually subscribed $8,000,ocio to sup-
port the insurrection and cause the
intervention of Washington.
In the Land of Mandalay.
Elephants dearly love a joks, says
a keeper of these unwieldy creatures
When engaged in the timber trade in
Burma I observed sore queer pranks
played by them. I saw a calf play I
most ludicrous trick on its n-other.
The older animal was hauling a kg,
which fifty coolies could not have
moved, from a river to the saw mills
quite unconscious of any guile in the
bosom of her offspring. The young-
ster took a turn with his trunk round
one of the chain traces and pulltd
with all his might. This additional
weight caused the mother to stop and
look behind her: but, discoverinj.the
cause, she gravely shook her head
and prepared to resume her task of
drawing the log to the mill.
This was just What the little imp
expected, and before the strain was
put on again, he kicked out the iron
hook whith fastened the long chain
to the log. As the mother again be-
gan to pull, he held back with all his
strength on the chain until her mus-
cles were in full play, and then suf.
denly let go. The effect was disas-
trous in the extreme. Down went the
old elephant on her knees, and the
driver described a most graceful ind
prolonged curve before he landed on
the ground But, like a cat, he struck
on his feet, and, blurting out some
heavy Burmese exclamations of wrath
he whispered a few words in the
ear of the amazed victim of this an-
filial practical joke. She seemed to
understand him at once, and there
ensued one of the moat exciting
chases it has ever been my good. for-
tune to witness.
The cal( s.:ented danger and fled,
pursto-,! by the mother The young-
ster was quicker in turning, but at
 
certified 
went to war with Spain." last be was cornered. The maternal
• .fied The London Times declares that trunk smote him on the loins. He
Mr. Roosevelt was justified in his gave a shriek; at a second stroke be
action, but it fears that any attempt dropped on his knees, and took h:sEvery lump is of at practical annexation will arotise punishment bravely and patiently. A
few minutes later he wanted past us
to the shed ;but his trunk was droop-
ing, Mil the great tears were coatis.
ing silently down his india-rubber
cheeks. I whs sorry for the poor *lit-
tle fellow, and I noticed that at dinner
time his mother was gently rubbing
him Ahem with her trunk and mani-
festing signs of affection.
the ferocity of Cuban patriotism. In
a long editorial on. this point we
read:
"It seems quite possible that it
(Cuba) may be exasperated at any
attempts to put into execution the
provisions df the Platt Amendment,
which hurt it deeply when they were
carried. If that should happen the
wishes of the educated classes for
peace and tranquility will not go for
very much, and the Americans may from
find intervention in the interior of 
Paris' through the municipal
council's decision to abolish the of'
Cuba, to say othing of annexation, lice of "organizer of funeral pomp"
by no Means ealy.' at public funerals. His only duty
Quoting President Roosevelt's ref- was to walk in front, resplendent in
erence to Cuba's "insurrectionary a three-cornered hat, dress coat and
habits," the Sheffield Daily Tele- waist-coat knee breeches and pumps
graph obseeves: ' decorated with a scarf of the colors
"Cubs will remain addicted to in- of the city and carrying a long
surrectionary- Orbits, until the heavy ebony cane.—New ‘ftirk Tribune.
hand of a strong . government rests
upon the national collar and remains Account 'eludes—Court Notes.
there long enough to eradicate the . The heavenly twins on this mun-
1111MegMernialn , . 
Tires of rebellion from Cuban bloOd. dane sphere ors pull zed tight press
14
. 
. 
• 6 •••nisc • . The world in general. god
Exit--Funesal Organizer
A 1:het:clique figure will vanish
11,02/ .• /1 ,1 •••;
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WrIERE DID YOU Wirt'
YOUR PIANO? 
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They Make Them
W. T. Milleri;
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•(Louisville) Pbst)
One week ago Edward Alvey and
Earn Stephens, two well known
gamblers upon race horses, engaged decision was given.
in a fight in the crowded betting What the officials of the - jockey
, ring at Churchill Downa. Club can do with ease, it appears
Alvey claims that Stephens kick- that the commonwealth of 
Kentucky
ed him in the face. Alvey then drew cannot do. The Jockey Club prob-
a pistol, which he was carrying con- I ably had a dozen men at hand to
c tided in violation of tile°. law, and• serve summonses, and these men
fired at Stepta4ns. Two men weie had no authority to force reluctant
graltOrcIlie bullet and two others ; witnesses to atjend. The officers of
had a-,nartow escape Rpm- death:the commonwealth had all the po-
The lives of -mar*, other innocent lice force of Louisville and all the
peogAe were also endangered. ;deputies of the sheriff, but still not
Alvey was promptly arrested for 'a singl, witness was present to tes-
shootAng without wounding, and was :tifY f r the commonwealth. - ••
immediately released on bond, not In Louisville and Jefferson coun•
being forced to submit to anything ''Y' therefore the courts, as far as
but technical arrest. Strangely the administration .,of criminal jus-
enough, no ,charge of carrying a con- tice is concerned. are immeasurably
cealcd Weapon was preferred against below even a racing organization
him by the offieirs of the law. ;such as the Louisville Jockey Club.
-"this affair tOOki PISCe at 5:45 
rcs,i1e:, cif t!•.•-• lave are
o'cloek lit the afternoon. By ; not exhausted. The grand jury is
required to investigate just such
cases. Its jurisdiction extends to
the county, which the police jurifnlic-
Lion of the c:ty does- not reach. It
is not yet clear that the gambling
fraternity constitutes a state within
the state: governed by laws of their
own and not subject td the laws
which all other men are required to
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The scheme to redistrict Shelby
county is merely an effort to •place
the county court in the hands of a
pelitical ring controlled by the pub-
lic utility corporations and composed
o pot ,house politicians. All citizens
should oppose the proposition. There
is no good excuse for it. The coun-
ty court as at present constituted has
the best interests of this city at
heart and has accorded it fair con-
sideration in all matters.—Shelby
News.
According to W. H. Allen, repre-
sentative .of a committee on the
physical condition Of school children
of New York, 192,000 children in the
public schools are so defective that
they are blocking the progress of
other pupils of the effete city. If
there is anything in the theory of
hereditary it is easily accounted for,
judging by the numerous reports of
the depravity of the great city. lin-
/floral, dissipated parents can not be-
get healthy children.
'ITiONT Go VV(si6:70=4 -WineZzpli LANG PARK
IMPROVEMENTS
Horace Greely's advice, years ago,
"Go West, young man," might have
been good then, when land.could be
bought for a song and you, yourself,
provide the words and music.
It might even have been god ad-
vice three years ago when in Indian
Territory the lands were being al-
lotted to Indians and negro ex-slaves,
and when the allottments of the
blacks could be and were bought for
from four dollars to ten dollars per
acre. All of the readers may not be
aware of the fact that there were no
restrictions on the land of the ex-
slaves of the Indians, as is the case
of their former Indian masters, but
such is the case.
Three years ago fortunes were
made by a set of mien called "graf-
ters" in dealing in these lands, the
modus operandi being this:
-- The •grafter, • whis- -was either on ex-
employe of the land office or had
a friend on 'the inside, would learn
of a certain section of land that was
not filed on. He would next hunt
up a negro who would swear and
prove that he was an ex-slave of
some Indian, make a bargain with
the darkey, take him (or her). to the
land office and have :him file on the
land, pay him any old price from $50
to $too for land that was worth bye
times the amount, and-3-everybody
happy; the negro, because he had
money in his pocket, the grafter
because he had made an hon-
est (?) bargain.
But times have changed. All the • •
best land has been secured—in fact, "23" ORIGINATED IN PADU-
nearly every acre, mountain, forest CAH BY REV. SAM JONES
and prarie, has been filed on, and the
present owners or lesees (as the In- Paducah has had the honor, if it can
dian lands can only be leased and in be so called, of originating m3re than
the case of mineral or oil lands the one slang phrase. Without going in-
bond required amounts to frequently I to detail, it can be stated that the
more than the land is worth) have ' word "hobo" and that very expresive
sent the prices sky-ward. word "nit" originated here, and the
The only way to secure a bargain latest and most widely used slang
is to find some one who is disgusted phrase "23" was also of Paducah origin,
though not by a Paducahan, no less
a person than the late •Rev. Sam
, Jones being the author—at least the
story of the origin of the slang is
anthentic any of the hundred or
'There is no use trying to beat the Kentucky. and the writer saw many
gang in their own primary. The peo Kentuckians there who heartily
pie' must have a primary of their 
wished they were back in the old
-state. . .
owa and name a ticket that the The lure of the West is most pleas-
gang can't get.—Ex. ant, particularly as its glories are de-
picted in the railroad circular and the
The Standard Oil case •,. be- 
novel—you read of the "bounding ex-
panse-of flower-decked prarie, a way-
coming almost as much a .-lietiiat ing sea of green," and when you ar-
as the insurance case of a few rive you see instead what looks like
mouths ago. an ohat'weres-out-field, covered with a
i rank'gfb*th of weeds, or probably
sage grass. .
The Gambier and the State. Then, after you have settled down
in your little prarie home milts from
t o'clock on the afternoon of the
next day both men had,. been tried
and punished by the authorities of
the. Louisville Jockey Club. A fine
of $t,cioo was, imposed upon leach
man by the officers of the Jockey
Ch, and each man was- suspended
,- from his privileges of conducting a...
• gambling book during the persent
,race meet. obey.
In a public interview Mt. Matt i
. 
Wynn. one of the officials of the : Our Inhuman Ancestors
Jockey Club. stated_ that the affair ..# -is .  .eopre vrho believe that the world
was without apology or excuse, ..an4 is growing worse and more inhuman
that the heaviest penalty possible isboadd read what Lord • Macaulayhad been imposed.
Saturday the case against Ed Al- I says:, Scarcely a page of the history or
,
vey, charged with committing an of-
fense against the commonwealth tit 
192,000 PUPILS UtiFIT.
, lighter literature of the seventeenth
Kentucky, was called in Magistrate century, which does not contain some 
New York, Oct. is.—V1/4 H. Allen,
'O'Connor's court. Ajthessgh the proof that our ancestors were less repeLsenting committees ort the 
bet
. case had been previouslr' continued humane than their posterity. Mas- 
terment of the physical condition of
because of missing witnesses, not a ters, well born and bred, were in the school childrdn, stated 
to the
man appeared to testify for the prps- habit of beating their servants. Ped- board of estimate and 
appointment
ecution. The case against Alvey ‘s agogues knew no way of imparting today that a large per cent of tht
thereupon filed away. knowledge other than by beating school children in Greater New
This contrast between the way the' their pupils. Husbands, of decent York arc physic:CI!), unable to take
Louisville Jockey Club traniacta bus. station, were not ashamed to beat the f ducation wh;c1, the city is trying
Mess in the wilt of punishing iaffea- their wives. The implacability cif to give them. He said that t92.00o
der s against its Peace and quiet and hostile factions was such as we hard- childran in the aJlilic scho iis art
the failure of the commonwealth of ly tan conceive. Wffigs were dig- sa cective tilat they ate • ..ise
ICentncky must be mortifying to ev- posed to murmur because Stafford %- 1.1i.. ' • of otli:-(' rol),,.•
cry citizen of the state. was suffered to die withOut seeing in the schools. He wanted more
- The Lodisville Jockey Club tried his bowels burned before his face. medical inspectors of self I child-ot
this case in less than twenty-sour . . . As little mercy was shown re-n. Miss Julia Richmond.' prteared
hosts after the offense had been corn- by the populace to sufferers of an t in support of' the same priaposition
misted; all the witnesses were pres- humbler rank. If an offender was, and I cowob tratN.I the statement
at; the evidence was heard and s put into the pillory, it was well if he made by Mr. Allen !.
t -
and. wants to sell, and then the .risk
must be taken of a bad title.
In one nation thousands of contest
cases are already on file, and the
land will, be in litigation for dozens
of yeatatio,f..orne. so.
ThikkgrOcular scribe knows where- During Mr. Jones' last meetinchere
of he av.facs, as he spent over two in the fall of Kan, he called on the
yearsA in Atli country, and has no good people of the city to put a stop
hesitancy in laying that the country to Sunday liquor telling.
is gre imerrated. Rev Reed, of the Cumberland Pres-
aiege is good land in the byterian church, arose from his seat
West, l is no better than in old and stated thiat he had seen a pllics-
tnitan standing at the bar of a saloon
on Sunday.
He said he did not know the
policeman's name, but nliced that
the number of the. officer's badge was
a school or church, miles from a rail-
road, and probably as many miles
from good water which you have to
haul in barrels through a mud thick
as putty, or over a dry, dusty plain;
where every commodity is from ten
to 25 per cent. higher than 'in old
Kentucky; your little home,' Which
you have built with lumber, costing
twice as much as in old Kentucky.
hauled from a distant station; your
cosy little li3me, with its broad view
—not a tree, shrub or hill in sight
—a gentle cyclone may come along
and scatter you and your cosy little
home promiscuously over three coun-
ties.
Old Kentucky is good enough for
this scribe; he would not give one
specifitations gotten up for the newgood farm in the old commonwealth
for the whole ofAndian Twitory and concrete curbing, gutteringb and gen-
Kansas thrown in for good measure. eial terracing to be done at Lang
venue and Mori-highMentin was ` made above. AA the park, on Fountain a
roe street. President D. G. Murrellprices of the West: ask anyone
presided over the gathering, which(but a land boomer) and he will tell
you that board, clothing, provisions, remained in session for an hour or
everything is higher there. If you two, the architect being present to
kick, the merchant coolly informs you
that: "You must remember you are
in the West."
Instead of getting up henteseekere
excursions and immigration schemes
it would be much more sensible and
do the state and section much more
g3od to" devise ways to keep people at
home.
KENTUCKY . . IS . GOOD
ENOUGH—IT IS GOD'S COUN-
TRY. ,
PARK COMMISSIONERS WILL
LET THIS WORK NEXT
TUESDAY.
The Plana Call For Terracing the
Park That Will Have Center
Three Feet Higher.
Mr Jones spoke of the matter
many times during the meeting, say-
ing: "We don't know the fellow's
name but his number is '23'—and it
will be '23' to the liquor trefic of this
city sometime."
The people took the phrase up, and
many believe it to be the origin of the
popular slang phrase.
MAN ABOUT TOWN.
eFcaped with his life from the shower
of brick-bats and paving stones. If he
was tied to the cart's tail, the crowd
pressed round him, imploring the
hangnian to give it him well, and
make him howl. Gentlemen arranged
parties of pleasure do. Bridewell or.
court days, for the purpose of seeing
the wretched women who beat hemp
there, whipped. A man pressed to
death for refusing to plead, a woman
burned for coining, excited less sym-
pathy. than is now felt for a galled
horse or an oven-drived ox. . .
The prisons were hells on earth, sern
manes of every crime and disease
At the Assizes. the jean and yellow
culprits brought with them from
their cells an atmosphere of stench
and pestilence which sometimes
.eligcd them ..ignally on bench, bar,
and jury. But on all this misery,
society looked with profound indiffer-
ence. Nowhere could be found that
sensitive and restless compassion
which has, in our time, extended a
powerful protection to the factory
child, to the Hindoo widow, to the
negro slave;. which pries into the
stores and watercasks of every emi-
grant ship, which winces at every lash
laid on the back of a drunken sol-
dier, which will not suffer the thief
in the' hulks to be ill-fed or over
worted 72wit welch tray- repeatedly
endeavored to save the life even of
the murderer."
Yesterday afternoon the public
park commissioners held a meeting
at the office of Mx. Harry C. Rhodes,
of North Fourth street, for the pur-
pine of canvassing the plans and
explain the drawings in full. As re-
sult of their deliberations the com-
missioners directed that contractors
desiring to bid on the work have
their figures in by next Tuesday at
noon, at which time the propositions
will be opened and awardment of con-
tract effected.
The plans provide that dirt shall
be placed on the park and a gradual
upward slope built, until it reaches
the center of the plot, which will be
three feet higher than the outer edge.
In the raised center will be erected
the monument of General Tilghman
by the Confederate Veterans and
Daughters of the Confederacy. The
commissioners will put four con-
crete walks leaclingi up from edge of
the park, to the ' 'elevated center
where ,the monument goes. These
•
pavements will go along nearly level
for some feet, when several stone
steps are to be put. Then at top of
these steps the pavement runs for
eight or ten feet, when more steps
come, leading towards the center.
The stone walks will enter the park
grounds parallel ,with the streets cen-
tering at that point.
This work will be done right away
so completion can be effected by the
time real cold weather comes. It it
probable the cost will be several hun-
dred dollars as the comthissioners are
bent on fixing the place up finely.
Racket, Store
+4alsiaHataHla4.at-a+++++1-imostalata-st 4*.
IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF ANY KIND OF GLOVES, T
COOL MORNINGS WILL RE MIND YOU OF THE FACT
AND WE WISH TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE FACT
THAT OUR GLOVE STOCK IS FULL AND COMPLETE AND WE
CAN FURNISH MOST ANY KIND OF GLOVE DESIRED. otta
PRICES WILL BE FOUND AS USUAL THE LOWEST--QUAL V
CONSIDERED.
WE MENTION HERE ONLY A FEW STYLES AND PRI
Ladles' Gloves
Reindeer finish black suede 50da
2 clasp, silk lined cashmerette
. black, gray or navy 50*
A big assortment of ladies golf gloves
in plais and fancy colors at 25
35. 48 and 50c.
Children's and
Misses Gloves
Fancy golf gloves all sizes... .25‘
Infants mittens assorted colors. 1O
Ladies long kid glove* in Mack or
white Si.5o to $a.5o.
Ladies is button black suede.$1.98
Ladies long silk gloves 98c, $too and
Men's and Boy's
Gloves
A full and complete line of men's and
boys' gloves of all kinds and
prises.
Children's Coats
We are not going to carry a line oils.
coats this season but haws a lot
of childrens and Misses coats left
over from last season. They,
range in size from 8 to 16 and are
of splendid material.
We will close these out at just half
price.
ANY ONE NEEDING A GOO D SCHOOL COAT WILL DO
WELL TO EXAMINE THESE BE-FORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.
Purcell & Thompson
407 Broadway
Jisks—Do you suppose a man with
a familytan live on a dollar a day and
be a Chriatian? Dinks—Of course. He
can't &Bard to be anything else.—
New0X9p4 Weekly.
hr pertinent NeighborpDo you thins
Mr. Smith is in love with your sisten
Alice? Children—Ob, no! Us chili.
(ken are allowed to go in the parlor)
when he is calling.—New York Times
It's Fuel that's Expensive—Not the Stove
A Cheap, putty-jointed stove will waste more than Its Origin#1
Cost in Fuel every winter.
As you know, fully one-half the carbon avi ".able for heat in soft coal is gal—the est' • gas
supply used for ft-el and illumination in many citic, and towns being made-front common soft coal.
The ordinary stove in burning soft coal allows this gas-half of the fuel to pass up the chimney
unburned, thus wasting it as a heat producer. 
•Cola's Original Hot Blast Stove, by raeans of the patented Hot Blast draft clid'other"patented features, making air-tight joints • ithout the use of stove putty, distills this gas from the
upper surface of the coal, utilizing it as a 1 t producer along with the fixed carbon or coke in the
coal, thus burning.. 1 the coal. This is why
Shows Cole's
Het Blast Stove
Burning
SOFT COAL
ole's Original
Hot Blast
Saves the Dollars and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal
or lignite do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal.
Your old stove and imitation Hot Blast are not air-tight, do not save
the erscaping gases and do not give you a warm house at night, because
they are made with putty joints. You cannot afford to say to yourself.
"My old stove will have to do this winter." The old stove is eating upthe price of a new stove every year. Not only that, but on top of the cootis the unsatisfactory result it gives. It is always out the coldest morning.
Even Heat Day and Night—Fire Never Out
si,„ Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in construction that fire will keep all night, .
and when the draft-is opened iii the morning will burn two or three hours
with the fuel put in the night before. No other stove does this.
Fire, therefore, riever goes out, and the rooms are kept at an even
temperature all tbe time. Burns hard coal, soft coal, slack,
lignite or wood.
OUR GUARANTEE
t—We guarantee • saying of one third in fuel over say lower draft stove of the
an Inc size, with soft coal or slack
s—We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast to use less hard coal for heating a given space than
any base burner made with same heating surface.
3—We guarantee that the rooms pin be heated from one to two hours each morning,
with the soft cost of hard coal put in the move the evening before
4—We guarantee that the stoves,will hold fire with soft coal 36 hours without
attention.
5—We guarantee a uniform heat day and night, with soft coal, hard coal or lignite.6--We guarantee every stove to remain absolutely air.tight as long as used.p--We goasanScus taw Sew& clos•-to-be-eastoire nod east proof.
The above guarantee is made with the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and set up with • good flue.
For Hard Coal — Saves Half
The extent of unburned gases in hard coal is shown by openingthe magdzine cover of a base burner when the extra oxygen
supplied fills the entire stove with flaming gas.
The fact that no stove putty is used to make air
-leaking joints,gives you perfect control over the drafts on Cole's Hot BlastThe slow, economical combustion, and the large, positive radiat-ing surface make Ot the greatest fuel-saving, hard coal stove made.
Would You Lose $50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?
't hat is what you do when you buy a cheaply constructed, putty jointed, showy made imitation stove: Like allsuccessful inventions, Cole's Original Hot Blast has many inferior imitations, avoid them.They all lack the patented features and careful construction, which make theOrtginal Hot Blast a great success.They do not stay tight, and soon open seams and cracks which render them worthless as fire keepers. the namesoCole's Hot Mist from Chicago" on the feed door. None genuine without it.
F. N. Gardner, Jr. Co.
114-116 SOUTH THIRD STREET
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EDUCATIONAL
ADDRESS TODAY
REV. NEWELL GOES OUT 'TO
SPEAKS TO LONE OAK COL-
LEGE PUPILS.
°Facials Preparing to Assess Tax in
School District No. 2—Pupils
Will Hold .Literary's.
This morning Rev. T. J. Newell, of
the Broadway Methodist church,
goes out to Lone Oak, in the county,
-and 'delivers an eduactional address
before the scholars attending the
West Kentucky college of that sec-
tion. . In securing his services this
irstitution is following the city
_schools by having, instructive, oes
marks delivered to the pupils by emi-
nent speakers.
Levy School Tax.
Stsperintendltnt Samuel laillington
of the county public schools, and
ote of the trustees of qounty school
•distr:ct No. 2, went over the assess-
or's books yesterday and got off a
list of the property owned in that
district. The district trustees are
preparing to assess against the land
the tax for that scholastic ehltriet,
which includes Arcadia and that por-
tion of the rural section.
Pupils' Literary.
The fotteth Friday afternoon of each
scholastic month the public schools
are dismissed and the pupils give a
half holiday, so the teachers can hold
that afternoon their monthly literary
_session. As the scholars have noth-
ing to do that afternaon, those of the
high school are preparing thold liter-
ary gatherings also, and the corning
Friday afternoon will meet to autline
their work for the year. When they
get into running order the teachers
will be down in the board of educe-
dm chamber 'holding their literary
while the pupils use the auditorium
upstairs
IIPIIND44•••••• 
A Chicago Scandal
When .Chicago goes into anything
it moves with momentum and ra-
pidity. When it works up a scandal
it has to And material, and then
with a pressure of a button the scan-
dal factory is alive with the hum
of wheel and the glare of electric
light
Such things as a packing house
full ef putrified meat, or a team-
sters' strike invelving dozens of
lives, # a Wallet fire due to crim-
inal neglect, or a divorce else of
millions in money and thrilling; in
prurienc,y,, do not count for scan-
dals in Chicago
Here is a model Chicago scandal:
Dramatis personae—A pastor, a
young lady, a wedding party; scene,
a church.
The young lady in the case, who
was to play the wedding march for
a friend, decided to appear in church
in modest Chicagoese attire She
went to the saired edifice, accord-
ingly. without hat and with a
decollete gown.
The pastor, just fresh from New
Hampshire, shrieked4 Producing a
faded cotton shawl and an ancient
bonnet, he commanded the organist
to cover all and sundry that inter-
esting portion of her anatomy ex-
tending from the wasplike waist to
.the back heir. and to spare her
tresses with the faded bonnet from
the sacriligions brilliancy of the
gas.
The young lady from Chicago al-
it a most cried, but complied with the
Ingeneous minister's request. The
'aiignili she endured may be gather-
ed from her own 'explanation: "I
wouldn't care so much if I had been
given time to send for my new
Gainsberntigh and a pretty silk fasci-
netor. But to appear in those old
things that the pastqr gave me just
broke my heart."
Now all Chieststo is agreed th2t
the incident in rinestlon constituted
a scandal. but divided as to whether
the scasytal lay with the decollete
character of the lady's attire or with
the puritanical simplicity of the coy-
•rings provided by the pastor.—
Lonely de Herald.
Esther Chapter.
There will be no meeting this
Esther Chapter Nee--5e
E. S. PAULINE ROTH, Sec.
Mt. Wm. Rieke has seme to Chi-
cago on business.
Captain John Phillips, wi(e and
daughter, vet-to St. Louis yesterday
Notice to Contrails's. •
Bids will be received at ,the office
of Architect A. L. lialeiter for con-
crete work in Lang Park upoill neon
Tuesday, October ore tego6. •Plans,
profsie and specifications may be &tee
at above office. Thu board of park
tomnessioners reserves the right to
reject any an dall bid*. -
roard of Park Commissioner*.
D. G. M•URRELL, Pres.
GEO. W. WALTERS, Sec.
—Alar_ge crowd attenlata &dee
given by evergreen circle of the
woodmen of the World, at Atidlilled
Men's hall on Sorth Pdtirfh tot
•-- • uneetteo
MONAHAN LIARIVESERIOUSLY ILL
MR. W. C. ELLIS IN DANGER-
OUS CONDITION AT SMITH-
LAND.
Mother of Mrs. Judge Puryear Very
Ill at Home in Boydton, Va.—
Stranger Able to Depart.
Last night at 8 o'clock a message
from Smithland stated that Mr. W. C.
Ellis was quite ill there at the Drum-
Lees Hotel, where he has been
hopping for several days. The in-
formation said, he had contracted a
deep and severt,cold whith settled
upon his lungs and left his condition
quits serious. "-EN lungs were-. sus-
ceptible, being of such a weak nature
that: he has had to spnd most of his
time for several years peat at Ash-
ville, North Carolina.
His daughter, Mrs. William
Hughes, left yesterday afternoon for
Srnithland to attend his bedside.
Mother Very Ill.
• The wife of Judge Edward H. Pur-
year last night received a message
announcing the serious illness of her
mother, Mrs. Bettie Finch of Boyd-
ton. Va. The telegram said she was
not expected to live. Mrs. Finch is
68 years of age and has been ailing
for quite a while.
Able To Resume Trip.
Mr. John McConnell, of Louisville,
will be able to resume his trip to
that city today. He has been in
Riverside hospital here since Mon-
day, having taken II while at the
Union depot, en route back tb Lou-
isville from visiting his mother in
Wingo, Ky
THRU FUNNY GLASS
Irvin S. Cobb, 'to Entertain Poet-
dispatch Readers, Dissects the
Voice Plumbers Who Visit
St. .Loaia
When a plain, unvarnished youth
decides to come to St. Louis to have
his voice cultivated it's high time to
examine his head. And the best
thing to use on alit Yob is a vacuum
cleaner.
It's all very well for a girl to hur-
ry on with t* money that her fond
papa sweated blood to save and
spend it trying to have a little tal-
ent grafted on her larynx and the
other Latin portions of her vocal
valves. Even thio she be crowd-
ed out of tios-rmeirestar sirs business
by a conspiracy opftwart of Melba,
Eames and P e can go back
hOme and sing in tbeochoir. There's
always good hooting, for the foxy
girl in a charchichoin. Abo it all she
has to do is t?..,,plesic ots‘ a becoming
hat and roll her eyes at the right
place in the semen, and pretty soon
if the minister is young and unino-
ried and sufficiently callow and pin-
fcatherish, she'll have hail i•
out how two can live in a rarion-
age on a salary that isn't big enough
for one Should the pa:son jail her
she falls back on the leader of the
choir, who, if be runs true to frrm,
will have raw -oyster eyes, an ex-
citable Adam's apple a white tic, on
'impressionable nature, large pink
ears and steady work 'as assistant
bookkeeper in the Fsone•s* Nationa'.
But with a mere man, how diff :r-
ent! No such lifenet awaits him
whin he fails. But he banks upon
the impression, so common in the
provinces that .the vocal teache,s of
St Louis are a set of gifted plumb-
era who can take a beginrter anl
tov !eh his pipes a.attoci and give lein
any kind of a voice he wants.
His finish is known to all. His
parents are still as proud of him as
a young dentist is of his first filling,
and the home paper speaks of his
success in the city, but the only
place his name appears in print lo-'
cally is on the thid page of the
program immediately preceding the
brief mention of the lady who de-
signed the costumes and the gentle-
man who painted the scenery.
True, he is on the stage regularly,
but the audience never gets a peek
at him ereept-eritenotise-baek tow 'of
the male chorua comes down and
swings across.' He gets the mageifis
cent mute of ars a week lot being a
brigand in a foolish velvet coat, with
his limbs bandaged between the
knees and ankles with criss-crossed
tapes. You May have noticed that
all . comic opera brigands are sup-
posed lo have sore legs.
In the COUTRC of years, if he is
faithftil and steady, his salary is
raised to $r6.5o and he is promoted
tb a speaking pert, something like
this:
"See- comrades, -hert. comes our
gallant leader! Let u10 -greet him
with a song!"
THE FUNNY. PART:
Yet a fresh crop of them come on
every fall.
The Reuben Duntar went tq Evans-
ville yesterday and comes bee* to,.
•
flbOrrOW. •
•
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Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
B17Y YOURI COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE Is LOWCars are scarce and tberunusustl demand for coal has
caused a shortage, which willi be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces,' "LUZERNE '
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle allCsizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
11•111.1•1111MOM
Barry d ad
•Hooneberier
ilit****11111111•1111119M. 
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
bRUG STORE.
Seventh and Dickson St. Phone ase
RESOLUTIONS
OF RESPECT
CONFEDERATE VETERANS SE-
LECTED COMMITTEE TO
DRAFT THEM.
Letter Prom Mrs. Marie Moss Wheat
Announced She Would Arrive
November z sth.
Last evening at the monthly meet-
ing of James T. Walbert camp of
Confederate Veterans in the City
Hall, the following committee was
selected to draft resolutions of re-
spect regarding the late Colonel Reu-
ben Rowland, Henry Hand, William
Patterson, Richard J. Barber and B.
H. Scott, Mr. Rowland was one of
the most esteemed members of the
organization and the document will
be prepared immediately for presen-
tation to his family and for publica-
tion.
During the session last evening a
letter was read from Mrs. Marie
Moss Wheat, stating that she would
anive in this country November 15,
with the remains of her late father.
'Major Thomas E Moss, who during
life was one of tha moving spiets
in'. the Confederate organization, and
who died last year in the Philippine
Islands, while there on a visit to his
daughter, Mrs. Wheat.
The major's request was that he
be buried by the camp members, and
the veterans decided to meet the
body on its arrival here and take
charge. •
From Captain to Brigadier.
The promotion of John J. Persh-
ing from the rank' of captain to that
of brigadier general in the United
States army over the heids of 862
other officers. caused little surprise
in army circles. It was known that
President Roosevelt desired to re-
ward Captain Pershing, having sin-
&lied him_ oain.one _01 his messages
to congress for distinguished ser-
vices against the Moros 'in the ,Lake
Liano country, Philippine islands.
In this campaign Captain Pershing,
irs command of a battalion, was
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Hai Hal The Long Looked For Has
Just Arrived
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE HANDS OF RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STAlf.
LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY 'ST, 1907, THE PURE FOOD LAW,
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
4.
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, at
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
ii6 South Fourth street, between
The llome of Willow Spring
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, dis-tiller, registered distillery No. so.
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of K.tecky. This Whiskey is made of 25 bushels of rye, 15 bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn endthe CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of anekind in this whiskey. I offer a Stoo.00 Reward to any chemist who will find one grain of impuritiesin this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in StLouis, David Nicholson, whose name attached to the label guarantees purity. Therefore they aleanother of my liquid foods made from the delicious grapes oi California. My blackberry beans* isguaranteed to be pure, made from the pure, ea:Wow fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac gaarsateed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & DilatOrah. Anothev liquid food that can be used with impunityfor sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest oferlittrages to get pure, is distilled from pure end mel-low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Henn • lista., apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. An-other of my pure liquid foods made from apples.
I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United Stites of America, made by the Anhea-ser-Buseh Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud-weiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure maltand hops.
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PV/IIITYand guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food lawsThey have been seventeen years coming, but have come at last On the first of next January these lamswill go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything inthe drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going naheenforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no moreso-called to and is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law willcompel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded, made of dnagaand chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and withontspirits—a .blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they canxot be labled with fictitious agesand names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to biender,s, rectifiers and so-called compoundersRemember, the only place in our city where you can get Amity, both by the done. quarto, loots orhalf-pints, is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, liquid food, it6 South Fourth street, Paducah. Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you dienext day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifiersmade yesterday in the big vats upstairs. so wan, a few blocs more and come to the place where pareliquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's,
Don Gilbetto The TalkingMachine Man
•
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the p ure food laws of our State.
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
away from civilization and almost
cut off from communication with
the outside world. For seven months
he kept his base of operations open
and supplied his own subsistence.
Starting at tha lower end of the lake,
he fought around Its circumference,
queiling the natives and making
peace with the chiefs. General Mac-
Arthur,- then in command in the Phil-
ippines, recommended his promotion
to brigadier general as the only
recognition commensurate with his
services.
General t'ershing entered West
Point in 18112. Lasj, winter he was1
married to a daughter of Senator !
laraersasoolo-Wyomitie. chairman of
the senate committee on military af-
fairs, and was shortly afterward as-
-signed to the diplomatic sei -ice, be-
ing made military attache of the
United States embassy at Tokyo
VELTIES
,v4
We have a fielected line of pleas-ing novelties.
Many of them are unique aid
original in design.
You can chocae emnething dainty
and ornamental from our .toe that will net be worn common.
If you aim to be "different" we
can help you.
. Wedding Gifts
JILIWolft Jeweler
Now is the time for you to fill youi coal house.
•••••••
Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic
Bess fientucky ana Illinois Coai
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- Agent for 1Vhitehalf and
Agatite Cement. "KINGIOF CEMENT 'r ,
h. M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New 245, Mitrisentli and Adams Street
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